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october 2003
FROM THE PRESIDENT

dear members and friends of CEAL
it is a great pleasure to report that through the support of CEAL members the proposed revisions
and amendments to the CEAL procedures were approved by more than two thirds of the votes
cast in july and august 2003 with the new bylaws in place CEAL officers and committee
members will be able to provide better services to the east asian library community in many
areas
As you know the approval of the revisions and amendments to the CEAL procedures was just
of JEAL
one of the challenges that lie before us another challenge is regarding the future ofjeal
burnal or not and how 1I appreciate the comments and
should JEAL be a peer reviewed journal
i ournal
suggestions 1I received recently additional challenges are the comprehensive review of the
Auth onty records for CJK entries these
library of congress subject headings and the name authority
two challenges were recommended recently by our highly respected colleagues for CEAL to
consider and to carry out in consultation and collaboration with the library of congress

this issue of our journal is indeed fully packed with information including articles
announcements the approved bylaws and the executive committee meeting minutes etc
articles in this issue include east asian character codes and unicode a technical article about
why some characters dont display a survey of
pre modem korean novels in UC berkeleys
ofpre
Berke leys
offre
asami collection purchasing specialized east asian materials on ebay and bibliographic
instruction in japanese studies in addition there is an article from tsuneharu
Tsune haru gonnami
Gon nami which is
honnami
tsunehara
the second of the east asian library pioneers series 1I hope you will find these articles
informative and interesting

for efficiency and cost effectiveness beginning with the june 2003 issue the printing and
mailing of JEAL have been managed and coordinated by gail king the JEAL editor please join
me in thanking gail for her willingness to accept the extra workload additionally I1 would like
to thank david hickey zhijia shen and amy tsiang members of the ad hoc bylaws
committee for their hard work 1I also would like to thank wooseob jeong chair of the
committee on library technology for programming and developing the first electronic ballot for
the CEAL bylaws ballot in electronic format has proven to be more effective and efficient than
in paper format we would like to implement the electronic ballot for the upcoming elections
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abraham J yu president
council on east asian libraries CEAL

